Rudolf Steiner College
Remedial Education Program Requirements

In addition to proof of High School graduation, applicants to the Remedial Program must meet one of the following two entry requirements for previous educational and professional experience:

1. Waldorf Teacher Diploma: (*either ‘a’ or ‘b’ must be met*)
   a. Proof is met by a facsimile of official transcript or Diploma, or
   b. Applicants may be concurrently enrolled in an RSC Waldorf Teacher Education Program for Early Childhood, Grades or High School. Students must continue with and complete their Teacher Education Program in order to stay enrolled in the Remedial Education Program.

2. Professional Experience: (*both ‘a’ and ‘b’ must be met*)
   a. One year or more of professional experience working with children in an educational or therapeutic setting (additional documentation may be requested as verification of work), and
   b. The following anthroposophical foundation studies must be completed before the beginning of the first summer session (July 2015):
      i. Nature of the Human Being (texts include *Theosophy*)
      ii. Cosmology (texts include *An Outline of Esoteric Science*)

The anthroposophical foundation studies requirements are met by submission of the Remedial Program Application Addendum (available from Admissions) and:
- Facsimile of official transcripts or other proof of completion of coursework from a Waldorf or Anthroposophic Training Institution, or
- Documentation of workshops or study groups covering the required material, led by an experienced Waldorf or Anthroposophical Teacher. Documentation is to include course descriptions and books read. The Remedial Application Addendum must be completed by the workshop instructor or study group leader. The applicant is responsible for contacting the workshop instructor or study group leader and requesting completion of the form.

If these courses are not completed at the time of application, then a plan for completion by the first summer session must be submitted to the college with the Remedial Program Application Addendum, and follow-up documentation submitted once the courses are complete. A student will not be allowed to continue the program if the requirements are not met within the stated timeframe.

The following Coursework and Studies are greatly beneficial to Remedial Education students:
- Inner Work (text: *How to Know Higher Worlds*)
- The Philosophy of Freedom (text: *Intuitive Thinking as a Spiritual Path*)
- Introduction to Waldorf Education (text: *The Education of the Child, In the Light of Anthroposophy*)
- Visual and Time Arts: Handwork, Speech, Eurythmy and Music

* RSC recognizes that some books have different editions with different titles.